Dates for the diary:
24th September—Tempest Photography
(Individual and Siblings)
25th September: Y5/6 Welcome Talk
28th September: House Councillors Election
October 9th and 11th October: Parent Consultations
W/C 8 October: Life Bus Visiting KS2
9th—15th October Book Fair
10th October—Flu Jabs
11th October—Reduce, Re-Use & Recycle Day
18th October 2018:
Visit to National Space Centre
19th October—end of term
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This term, we will be inspired by the
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This term, we will be considering what it
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casting their own vote in a real polling station.
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the term when we compete in House Netball and Cross Country competitions.
Sports Dates for your diary: Netball league W/C 20th September. Quick Stick hockey 18th October

long multiplication) and short division.
We need to keep practising our mental maths
especially times tables
(both as multiples and divisions) to
help us become even more efficient
and confident at our
arithmetic skills.
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Sports Y5 will be continuing with The Daily Run, a fun 10

Our focus in Maths this term will be on understanding how to use our existing skills on much

engaging adventures of George in

British Values—Democracy

Place Value and Operations

Art and Music

This term we are investigating Making
a Mark and Space.
The children will be using a variety of mark making
mediums, exploring lines and deciding on the best
tools for the job. We will also be looking at Space
and the ‘qualities’ of the planets, in conjunction with
their music lessons on Gustav Holst’s The Planets.

We are looking forward to an interesting
Year 5 visit to the National Space Centre in
Leicester on Thursday 18 October 2018.

Over the course of this half term, children will also be learning:
Grammar— Understanding word classes Spelling: Words using the suffix –ion, ,words with the silent
letter b, words ending in –ible. Music– Space soundscapes and Holst’s the Planet Suite

